
Espresso Style Guide — GH

Utility Colors

#8F1621

#F5A71B

#D99618

#C8C8C8

#262626

#CF0A2C

#FFC62F

#959595

#959595

#FFFFFF

*Dark Red

Cheddar

Cheddar (pressed)

Darker Gray

Darker Black

Blue

Black

Dark Grey

Success

*Dark Blue

Grey

Light Grey

Attention

Red

Yolk

Inactive

Inactive

White

rgb (143, 22, 32)

rgb (245, 167, 27)

rgb (215, 160, 24)

rgb (200, 200, 200)

rgb (38, 38, 38)

rgb (207, 10, 44)

rgb (255, 198, 47)

rgb (149, 149, 149)

rgb (149, 149, 149)

rgb (255, 255, 255)

Applied as: dark red backgrounds 
(i.e. address search bar), menu 
categories panel header.

Applied as: address labels, 
navigation bar, order-process button, 
icons on search results screen.
Coach marks (items that have a timer 
or dismiss on screen)

Applied as: pressed address labels, 
navigation bar, 
order-process button, icons on 
search results screen.

Applied as: dividing lines between
sections, highlighting search results
cell

Applied as: Restaurant name for
restaurant cells.

Applied as: navigation bar, 
order-process button, icons on 
search results screen.

Applied as: 

Applied as: inactive buttons

Applied as: inactive buttons

Applied as: Navigation bar titles,
navigation bar buttons, 
certain backgrounds.

#009ADE

#333333

#E0E0E0

#77BC1F

#1F6398

#777777

#EFEFEF

#ED1C24

rgb (0, 154, 222)

rgb (51,51,51)

rgb (224, 224, 224)

rgb (119, 178, 31)

rgb (31,99,152)

rgb (119,119,119)

rgb (239, 239, 239)

rgb (237, 28, 36)

Applied as: primary buttons, 
tappable elements, switches, 
highlighted text.

Applied as:  copy for primary 
information, menu item titles,
background for “Add to Bag” item, 
background for applied filters. 

Applied as: things that are not actionaApplied as: slightly darker grey
backgrounds for menu info and 
order summary.

Applied as: success messages.

Applied as: pressed state for
blue buttons.

Applied as: copy for secondary
information (i.e restaurant
information, food item 
descriptions, etc. and fine print.

Applied as: alert and error 
messages

Brand Colors



Typography (@1x)

@3x or iPhone 6S : add 2 pixels to each H type

H1 Proxima Nova Bold 20px  

Proxima Nova Bold //17px 

Proxima Nova Bold 18px

Secondary Text
Proxima Nova Regular /16px 

Proxima Nova Bold /16px 

Proxima Nova Regular /15px 

Proxima Nova Bold 15px 

Proxima Nova Regular 15px 

Proxima Nova Regular 14px 

Proxima Nova Bold 14px 

Proxima Nova Italic 13px 

Proxima Nova Bold 14px 

Grubhub Font 14px 

#333333 rgb (51, 51, 51)

#333333 rgb (51, 51, 51)

#FFFFFF rgb (255, 255, 255)

#333333 rgb (51, 51, 51) #009ADE rgb (0, 154, 222)

#009ADE rgb (0, 154, 222)#333333 rgb (51, 51, 51)

#777777 rgb (119, 119, 119) and #333333 rgb (51,51,51)

#333333 rgb (51,51,51)

#777777 rgb (119, 119, 119)

#777777 rgb (119, 119, 119)

#009ADE rgb (0,154,222)

#CF0A2C rgb (207, 11, 44)

H2

H3

H4 

H4B 

H5

H5B

H5M

H6

H6B

H7

Small 
buttons

Empty
state

What it is used for: Restaurant names on the search 
results screen, restaurant menu screen and drawer 
descriptions.

What it is used for: Menu items on restaurant menu 
screen and bag. Menu item choices, menu 
categories in menu categories list, refinements, 
cuisine filters.

miles

What it is used for: : Headers separating items in 
long lists (i.e. menu items on restaurant menu 
screen) and it is always placed on top of a yolk bar.

Applied to Menu item choice descriptions (attention 
red if selection needs to be made), cuisines on 
search results, refinements, cuisines filters, pricing 
information, search bar text, (inactive if placeholder)
User email on drawer.

Menu item choices headers, menu categories, 
refinements, cuisines filters, pricing information, 
delivery/pickup information on address bar (white 
text), sign up/log in links on log in screen (white text), 
text field labels, hours of operation, address and 
phone labels on more info. User name on drawer. 

Applied to Menu item descriptions, 
paragraphs, pricing information, number of 
ratings on search results, address and phone 
number on more info page, reviews. In Field 
context,Text under the drawer options.
Empty states for restaurant results page.

Menu item descriptions, paragraphs, pricing 
information, labels for addresses, credit cards 
in Add New Credit Card/Address screens, 
faceted restaurant info on search results (i.e. 
pricing, distance, minimum). Show and Hide 
on the login page.  Credit card “Scan”button, 

Applied to Empty States in bag. 

Applied to: 

Applied to: 

Applied to: 

Applied to: Required field in form

Applied to More info/view coupons on restaurant 
menu page, selecting labels for addresses, “read 
full review” text link on review page, text for edit/ 
delete slide out buttons (white). terciary links

Papa John’s Pizza - Midtown

Contact us

Where’s my food?

Your order status

Search for restaurants and dishes

12 E 37th St, New York NY

(71 Ratings)

Housemade almond milk, banana, cacao nibs, dates,
almond butter, maca, coconut meat and coconut oil.
Vegan, raw and gluten free.

Your bag’s all empty

Hot Beverages

Most Popular

Organic iced coffee

Extra sauce

Vietnamese

Hours Coupons Available

Home

EXCEPTIONS

Breakfast, Coffee and Tea, Desert

Focaccia

$0.00+ Search menu items

Email*

Review Order

4:21PM 

DeleteEdit

Show

Delivery - 

1078 6th Ave, New York NY 10018

Mya Longnamehere

mya@grubhub.com

03. mi

Sign In

Keep searching!

Forgot Password?

Continue to Checkout

#009ADE rgb (0,154,222)
Applied to:“forgot password” link, button text, 
name in tray when signed in actions in. Legal 
and Disclaimers and *CTA.

*against any primary color the text would be 
#FFFFFF



PRIMARY

SHOPPING CART 

DRAWER BUTTONS

ONBOARDING BUTTONS

Log In

Log In

Buttons

Sign In

Continue to Checkout

Log In Log In

Continue to Checkout

Or Pick It Up Instead

Or Pick It Up Instead

DeleteEdit

Empty Bag

395 px

40 px radius

44 px height

44 px height

44 px height

34 px height

34 px height

34 px height

100 px width

295 px



Fields

Divider line

Labels for forms

Labels for forms

UI Elements

Search menu items

Home Work

Sign Up Sign In

40 px height

1 px thickness, dotted line with 2px gap.

Fields are white with a stroke.

Address bar will also allow the user to choose delivery

#CF0A2C rgb(207,10,44)

30x10 pixels

Search menu items

Delivery - 1078 6th Ave, New York NY 10018



Icons and Illustrations

DRAWER 

COACH BUBBLES

Logged out

Logged in

Search for restaurants and dishes

H5

50px

Welcome to the new GrubHub App! 
Tap here to change your delivery information. 


